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European-Style 
Scythes

Most Americans have abandoned 
scythes in favor of power mowing 
equipment, even when it comes to cut-
ting weeds around buildings and fences.
     But if you’ve grown weary of the 
whine of string trimmers, maybe you’re 
ready to try a scythe.
     If you’ve used a scythe in the past and 
disliked the experience, you were prob-
ably using the wrong kind of scythe.  
 The European-style scythe works so 
well you may want to park your lawn 
mower and use one to cut the lawn.  The 
bush style of scythe may be used to trim 
undergrowth in your woodlot and the 
ditch style may be used for brambles 
and tough weeds.  
     Most scythes sold in America are 
heavy and poorly balanced. Not only 
that, but the angle at which the blade 
mounts on the handle (called a snath) 
tends to require that the worker bend 
over to cut with it.
     On the other hand, his European-
style scythes are lightweight and well 
balanced. The blade and handle are 
positioned to allow a comfortable up-
right stance.
     Contact:   FARM SHOW Followup, 
Scythe Supply, 496 Shore Rd., Perry, 
Maine 04667 (ph 207 853-4750; email: 
scythe@scythesupply.com).
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Find Your Family Farm In 
Old Aerial Photo Archive

With more than 25 million black and white 
negatives in their archives, odds are good 
that Vintage Aerial can find an old aerial 
photo of your farm or maybe a farm you 
grew up on. For three years, Ken Krieg 
and his staff of computer techies have 
been scanning negatives taken by Krieg’s 
family’s business started back in 1952. 
More than 1.5 million photos are already 
online, but all the photos in the archive can 
be searched.
 “We figure every photo of a farmstead 
is connected to about 30 people,” Krieg 
says. “We are trying to reach the second, 
third and fourth generations.” With many 
of the farms gone, descendants are often 
interested in preserving that part of their 
family history. 
 Nearly 60 years ago, Krieg’s family 
started the business, taking photos from 
a two-seater prop plane in the heartland 
of Ohio. They expanded to 44 states and 
gathered 16 million images, with some 
farms being photographed several times. 
Recently Krieg acquired another 9 million 
images from another company. 
 Since door-to-door salesmen sold the 
photos, and residents often weren’t home, 
Krieg estimates about 80 percent of the 
photos were never purchased. 
 Go to the companys’s website, and type 
in your county and state to find out how 
many photos were taken and in what years. 
Fill out a form with a current address and 

researchers will layer current maps over 
old maps to find the farm. 
 “If the farm is gone, we just need an 
address of anything on that road,” Krieg 
says. 
 An archive librarian will call and go 
through a slideshow of photos (via the 
internet) to find the right one. Often several 
photos were taken through the years, and 
customers like to purchase all of them for a 
collection to hang on the wall, Krieg says.
 “People get excited when they can see 
the farm at a time when it was still active,” 
he explains. “About 40 percent of the 
farms in the images are gone today. So to 
find these images is really cool.”
 Vintage Aerial sells the photos with vari-
ous sizes, options and frames, starting at 
$149 up to $449 for a framed 20 by 30-in. 
print. 
 Krieg emphasizes that he knows not 
everyone will buy, but he hopes they check 
out the website.
 “I’d like to see this site become a place 
where people share stories - like a social 
network,” Krieg says. 
 Contact: FARM SHOW Followup, 
Ken Krieg, Vintage Aerial, 4185 Chappel 
Drive, Perrysburg, Ohio 43551 (ph 888 
402-6901 ext. 203; ken@vintageaerial.
com; www.VintageAerial.com/farm-
show).

Odds are good that Vintage Aerial can find an old aerial photo of your farm.
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